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Gitarattan International Business School organised an Alumni Lecture Series (ALS) on 5th

October, 2019 for the students of MBA 3rd semester (Evening Shift) and MBA (IB). The alumni

provided insight about their journey from a student to a successful professional and also

addressed them on various topics namely industry and corporate expectations, working

challenges, exploring new avenues, and career guidance in their respective areas of study.

The first speaker for the day was Mr Pranav Khullar, an MBA (Marketing) graduate in 2014. He

is working with Investors Clinic Infratech Pvt. Ltd. from past 5 years and briefed about his

journey from being an executive to General Manager- Sales. He emphasised that there are no

short cuts to hard work in life and suggested that success comes automatically if one remains

loyal and dedicated to their work. He said that in the initial level of career, a fresher should not

have barriers in terms of working in a particular department, instead should be ready to take up

all roles and challenges that turn out to be a great learning which works as a milestone for a

successful career. The second speaker for the day was Mr Ajay Kumar Raghav who completed

his MBA (Finance) in the year 2013. He is currently working with KPMG Global Services as a

senior consultant. Before this, he has worked with Innovative View for 4 years as an Assistant

Finance Manager. Mr Raghav took an interactive session and emphasised on learning from

mistakes and explained the importance of communication skills, knowledge up-gradation and

confidence building. The third speaker for the day was Ms Rinki Mann, MBA (Finance)

graduate in the year 2015. She is currently working as Deputy Manager – Program Management

at Pearson–US higher education, and has worked with companies like Art Fact India and

Cenveo Publisher Services as Project Manager. Ms Mann spoke about the expectations of

corporate organisations from freshers with Management background and said that learning

never stops even when one reaches the highest level of position in an Organisation. She

emphasised that all the Industries are changing rapidly and if a candidate doesn’t keep their

knowledge and skills updated, they will lag.

Prepared by: Ms Neha Gupta, Assistant Professor, giBS & Dr. Sneha Chaudhry, Assistant

Professor, giBS


